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How branches in the Known World were named
by Lord Domhnall na Moicheirghe

Part of the history of the Known World are the stories describing how Kingdoms, Principalities and smaller groups were named. For some branches, like Kingdom of the West, the reason behind the name is obvious. For others, it is less so.

Kingdoms and Principalities

I have listed Principalities and Kingdoms in chronological order of becoming a Principality. 
 
West, East and Middle - The first three kingdoms of the Known World were named after their relative locations in North America.
 
Atenveldt - The name came from the combination of an Egyptian sun god, Aton, and the German word for land vel(d)t, to create the meaning “Land of the Sun” to describe the local climate.[1]
 
An Tir -  means ”The Land” in Gaelic. [2] One anecdote relates ”Tir” being chosen as the common word amongst a number of popular choices. [3]
 
Caid - Both an acronym of the four founding baronies (Califia, Angles, Isles, Dreibergen) and means “fortress” in Arabic. The crown prince of Caid is referred to as al-Caid which means “commander of the fortress”. [4]
 
Meridies - Derived from the word for “southern” in Latin (meridianus) and Old French (meridien). Refers to the Kingdom’s location in the Southern United States [4].
 
the Sun - This Principality reincorporated into the Kingdom of Atenveldt when the Principality of Artemisia became a Kingdom. Its name, like the name of its parent kingdom, describes the local climate of the area [4].
 
the Outlands - Prior to becoming a principality, this region was described as “the Outlands” (i.e. outlying areas) of the Kingdom of Atenveldt. 
A Laurel King of Arms once asked “What is it ‘OUT’ of though?”. AElflaed of Duckford responded, ”The same thing the West is West of, the East is East of and the Middle’s in the Middle of.” [5]
 
Ansteorra - Old English for “singular” or “unique star”. Texas, the “Lone Star” State, forms the vast majority of the territory of this Kingdom.
 
the Mists - References the thick fog that often covers this Principality located in the San Francisco Bay Area. [4]
 
Cynagua - Derived from the Spanish sin agua ”no water” as this Principality is in California’s Central Valley, which is a desert.[4]
 
Drachenwald - German for “Dragon’s Forest” [4]. 
 
Atlantia - References the Kingdom’s location along the central Atlantic coast of North America. [4]
 
Calontir - Derived from the Welsh: calon ”heart” and tir  ”land”, meaning ”Heartland”, describing this Kingdom’s territory in the centre of North America. [3]
 
Trimaris - Latin for “three seas” referring to the three bodies of water that surround this Kingdom: the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean and the Atlantic. [4]
 
Oertha – Various versions of the same story exist, telling how this name was taken from an article in an airline magazine by Sir Kylson Skyfyre, which said Oertha meant “guardian of the north” [4] or “the great land”, possibly in a native American or a Celtic language (since oer is Welsh for “cold”). 
 
Lochac - Comes from the writings of Marco Polo, where he catalogs the lands to the south of continental Asia. Lochac is described as a land south of Java with a sovereign king. [6]
 
Artemisia - taken from the Latin term for sagebrush - Artemisia tridentata, a very common plant throughout this Kingdom. The Silver Sage also provides much inspiration for Artemisia’s awards, titles and newsletter names. [3]
 
Æthelmearc - Anglo-Saxon for “noble borderland.” Æthel = noble, Mearc = march or borderland, referring to Æthelmearc’s position as the borderland between the East and Middle Kingdoms and the site of the Pennsic War battlefields. [3]
 
Ealdormere - From Old English: ealdor = elder, ancestral; mere = sea, ocean, lake. References the Great Lakes that surround this Kingdom. [4]
 
Northshield - References the Kingdom’s location in the far north of North America and the “Canadian Shield”, a large geological area covering central and eastern Canada. [4]
 
the Summits - Refers to the mountains of southern Oregon in which this Principality is located. [4]
 
Avacal – This name was taken from a territory shown on late 16th century maps of North America, such as the 1562 Gutierrez map and the 1570 Ortelius atlas, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum.
 
Nordmark - Swedish for “Northern Marches”, which is doubly appropriate given this Principality is located in Sweden, in the north of Drachenwald. [4]
 
Gleann Abhann - Gaelic for “River Valley”, as this Kingdom centres around the valley of the Mississippi River. [7]
 
Tir Rígh - Gaelic for “the Land of the King” [8], and presumably also a reference to An Tir, the Kingdom in which this Principality is located.


Territorial Branches of Lochac

I have only included groups with registered names, so some incipient Cantons are not included.

Abertridwr - Welsh meaning “the meeting of three waters”. [9]

Adora – originally submitted as “Colles Ardorum” meaning “Hills of Flame” in Latin, the similar sounding Adora was documented as the name of a small town in Palestine. [10]
 
Agaricus –  Agaricus is a genus of mushroom and in Latin, was the name of a tree-fungus used in Roman medicine.

Aneala – “An eala” is Gaelic for swan, the emblem of Western Australia and the name of the river that runs through Perth.
 
Arrowsreach - registered as Arrowreach which is “the raised strip of land on the river Arrow” in Middle English [11]. The name was chosen as a reference to the founders who included many of the best combat archers in Lochac at that time.
 
Bacchus Wood – Named after the Roman god of wine and intoxication as several founding members of the original Canton of Riverhaven were avid vintners and brewers.
 
Bosenberg – registered as Bosenberg, with no umlaut, although it is often written as Boesenberg or Bösenberg. The original proposed name was Böseneck, after a town in Germany named for a “bad corner” where travellers were waylaid by a bandit gang. 

Bordescros – Refers to this shire’s position on the state borders between Victoria and New South Wales.  Originally submitted as “Borders Crossing”.
 
Burnfield - Old English meaning “open land by a stream”. [12]  This name has multiple references: the canton is located in the Burnett region around the Burnett River; there are many small streams or “burns” in this canton; and the major crop is sugar so the fields are burned back every year after harvest.
 
Cairnfell – Taken from a Scottish place name meaning “a mountain with a cairn on it”, from Gaelic cairn = pile of stones used as a boundary or grave marker, and Norse fell or fjell = hill or mountain. [13]
 
Castellum Montanum – Latin for “Castle of the Mountains”. 
 
Cluain - Irish Gaelic meaning “meadows”, referring to the local countryside. [14] 
 
Darton – Registered as Darton when the original proposal, Darchester, was returned for being too similar to the mundane English town, Dorchester.
 
Dismal Fogs - Refers to fog over the Blue Mountains.

Ildhafn - means “fire harbour” in Old Danish, referring to the geography of the region. Auckland is built 
on an active volcanic field and is known as “the city of sails” for its two harbours. 
 
Innilgard – The name was taken from the roleplaying game hosted by the founding Baron and played by many of the founders of this Barony.
 
Krae Glas – From the Gwenedeg dialect of Breton [15] meaning “Blue Strand”, referring to the shire’s location along the southeastern coast of Victoria.
 
Mordenvale – This name was developed from a description of the local area as a “dark valley”, referring to the coal found throughout the region. The eventual name was derived from the Old English morđor “murder, violence” and Middle English vale. 
 
Politarchopolis - Greek for “city of governors” (i.e. politicians). Originally submitted as “Politikopolis”. [16] 
 
River Haven – Named after the Brisbane River that originally ran through the centre of this Barony and now forms its southern border.
 
Rowany – Rowany was named after Mistress Rowan Perigrynne, for her efforts in founding the SCA in Australia. [17]
 
Southron Gaard – Derived from Old Norse for “Southern City”, which is appropriate given it is the southern most Barony in the Known World. [18]
 
St Florian de la Riviere – Heavy fighting was one of the focuses of the founders of this barony and they wanted a name that represented this. Saint Florian was chosen as he was a Roman imperial army commander and is the patron saint of firefighters. Anecdotally, the original idea for St Florian is said to have come from a founder’s crush on a gentleman named Florian.
 
Stormhold – Refers to the extremely variable weather that Melbourne is renowned for.
 
Stowe on the Wowld - Middle English for ‘an inhabitated place in a woodland’. [19] Originally submitted as “Stowe on the Wald”. [20]
 
Torlyon – from the Scottish tor “a sharp hill” and lyon, a period spelling of lion. Refers to the branch newsletter “Heard from a Black Lion” and the mountain on the Crossroads Co-op property, the site of the Rowany Festival for 5 years.
 
Willoughby Vale – A constructed English place name. This canton was previously known as Parvus Portus, Latin for “Poor Port”. [21] 
 
Ynys Fawr - Welsh for “Big Island”, an apt description of Tasmania.
 

Shires, Provinces and Baronies from across the Known World

Here is a small selection of some of the more original methods of choosing branch names from outside Lochac:

	The Shire of Morrow’s Keep in Ansteorra (Ada, Oklahoma) was named after the founder of the mundane town, Ada Morrow. [4]

The Barony of Carillion (central New Jersey) was named because all the founders lived within hearing distance of the carillion at Princeton University. [4]
	The Province of Tree-Girt-Sea (Chicago, Illinois) is named after nearby Lake Michigan, a lake as big as a sea, surrounded by trees.
The Shire of Crosston (Santa Clara, California) refers to an original desire to name it “Shire X”, influenced by the then newly released movie “Malcolm X”.
The Barony of Roaring Wastes (Detroit, Michigan) refers to the automotive industry and large number of abandoned factories in the area.
The Barony-Marche of the Debateable Lands (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) on the border between the East and Middle Kingdoms takes its name from the lands that were in the same position during the wars between England and Scotland in the 16th century.
The Barony of Windmaster’s Hill (Raleigh, North Carolina) is named after the Wright Brothers. Their device features a winged cat (i.e. a “kittyhawk”).
The Shire of Otherhill (Green River, Wyoming) was so named because the three founders  had each come from different SCA branches. Hence, for each of them, the new branch was the other hill.
The Barony of Naevehjem (Ridgecrest, California) was supposed to mean “Fist Home” in Danish. According to a native Danish speaker, the connotation is more like “Home of the Thugs”.
The most humorous branch name in the Known World has to be that of the Barony of Coeur d’Ennui (Des Moines, Iowa). For those that don’t speak French, this means “the heart of boredom”, referring to their location in the Midwest United States. Their device is Argent, a laurel wreath vert within eight boars’ heads couped in annulo gules, which is a ring of boars, or a boar-ring.
The Barony of Namron was named by spelling their mundane location, Norman, Oklahoma, backwards.
The Province of Malagentia (southern Maine) was named by the Florentine explorer Giovanni da Verrazano in 1524. After making landfall in Maine, he encountered native Americans “exhibiting their bare behinds and laughing immoderately” which led him to name the place Terra Onde di Mala Gente or “Land of the Bad People”. The provincial device is also derived from this tale: Purpure, a moon in her complement within a laurel wreath argent.
The Barony of Wastekeep (Tri-Cities, Washington) refers to the nearby nuclear waste storage facility nearby. Appropriately, the branch arms contain a blasted and eradicated tree.
	In Northshield, there are a few branches named with puns, such as the Shire of Coldedernhale and the Shire of Noiregarde, both mundanely located in South Dakota.
	Officially, the Shire of Shittimwoode (Bellingham-Whatcom County, Washington) is named after the wood of the acacia (or shittah) tree used to build the Ark of the Covenant.

Please note that many of the names listed above were created many years ago. For some, the historical documentation needed to register similar names today would be difficult, if not impossible to find.
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